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Minutes of the Meeting of Northumberland National Park  

Authority  19 March 2014  approved 18 June 2014                               

MINUTES OF 

 

NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY MEETING 

NATIONAL PARK OFFICES, HEXHAM 

 

WEDNESDAY 19 MARCH 2014  1000 - 1317 

 

Present 
Mr Mike Bell Cllr Sue Bolam 
Cllr Chris France Cllr Kirsten Francis 
Cllr Val Gibson Mr Peter Murray 
Cllr John Riddle (Chairman) Cllr Glen Sanderson 
Ms Mel Whewell Cllr A Sharp 
Dr Paul Cowie  
Cllr Anthony Murray  

 
Officers in attendance: T Gates (Chief Executive [National Park Officer]); A Miller (Head of 
Programmes and Conservation); S Evans (Head of Corporate Services / Monitoring Officer); T 
Adams (Head of Planning and Communities); G Allan (Finance Manager part-time); H 
Fitzsimmons (Finance Manager part-time); D Richardson (Performance Officer); C Stanworh 
(Planning Officer). 

 
Others in attendance: P Ashmore (Independent Person), D Pritchard (Authority Review 
Independent Member)  

 
NPA01/2014 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 
Apologies were noted from Cllr John Taylor, Cllr Tom Wilson, Cllr J Wilson, Cllr M Walton.  

 

NPA02-2014 CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION 

 
The Chairman welcomed everyone. He reported  that Secretary of State member Rev Canon 
Graham Usher had left the Authority in December 2013 and thanked him for his commitment to 
the Authority during his tenure of membership.  
 
The Chairman noted changes to the staff complement: 
 
New starters:  Andrew McLean, Web Content Development Officer (temporary) 
Leavers:  Debbie Longlands, Performance Officer; Tammy Adams, Head of Planning and 

Communities (leaving 21 March 2014) 
Changes:. Tom Burston from Local Action Group Coordinator to Rural Development and 

Sustainability Officer 
 
The Chairman had three issues to raise: 
 
i) NPA03/2014 Question Time  

 
A question had been received from Dr Paul Cowie in writing along with a verbal comment 
from Cllr A Murray, both of which the Chairman advised would be taken after NPA05/2014 
(approval of Minutes). He reiterated the protocol for submitting questions, said it was not 
normal practice for members to pose questions in this manner and that he had agreed, as 
the verbal comment required urgent consideration he was, on this occasion, prepared to 
accept this comment. 
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ii) NPA15/2014 Urgent Business 
 
There were two items of urgent business, one to be taken in Part One at NPA15-2014 and 
the second, taken in Part Two at NPA16-2014(P) as Item P (2). 
 

iii) Membership of National Parks England 
 
The Chairman advised that, following this authority’s review of its membership of National 
Parks England (formerly ENPAA), National Parks England (NPE) Executive committed to 
undertake a review into different options which might be available on how subscriptions are 
paid to NPE during the financial year 2013/14. The review was led by David Butterworth, 
Chief Executive at Yorkshire Dales NPA and he reported four options for potential future 
subscriptions across the NPE family to the NPE Chairs in February 2014.   
 
After discussion the Chairs agreed unanimously to stick with the status quo of all National 
Park Authorities paying the same, whilst stressing the need to continue to emphasise the 
work which NPE is doing on behalf of each national park.  The subscription was confirmed 
as £17,910 for two years (April 2014 – March 2016).   
 
The Chairman said he had considered the decision of all other National Park Chairs, the 
enhanced communications from NPE (regular information bulletins); the ongoing success 
of NPE in influencing key policy areas such as planning; and the recent Defra funding 
allocations and agreed that this Authority should continue to pay on an equal basis with 
other Parks.  He said there was strength in being a ‘family of National Parks’; being seen to 
be as important as the other National Parks; the importance of securing sponsorship deals 
which benefit all national parks equally going forward; and ensuring Northumberland 
National Park had an equal voice.     

 
Some members reported they had not received the regular NPE information bulletins and 
the Chief Executive agreed to ask the Corporate Support team to ensure members were 
forwarded this information.  

 
There being no further matters to discuss members 
 

RESOLVED to endorse the Chairman’s decision that the Authority would continue to be full 
members of National Parks England and contribute at an equal rate to all other National Parks 
and that the Authority had no plans to revisit this decision at the present time. 

 

NPA04-2014 DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ AND OFFICERS’ INTERESTS  

 
There were no declarations of interest.  

 

NPA05-2014 DRAFT MINUTES OF AUTHORITY MEETING 11 DECEMBER 2013 
 
There being no points raised members proposed that the draft Minutes of the Authority meeting 
of 11 December 2013 be approved as a true record and signed by the Chairman and 
 

RESOLVED that the draft Minutes of the Meeting of Northumberland National Park Authority 
held on Wednesday 11 December 2013, as circulated, be confirmed as a true record and 
signed by the Chairman. 

 

NPA03-2014 QUESTION TIME  

 
The Chairman reminded members that there would be no debate for this item. 
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Question from Dr Paul Cowie via e-mail to Chairman and Chief Executive on 13 March 2014   
 
In the autumn of 2012 the members approved a plan to have a community services fund within 
the Area Action Funds. This money, which from recollection was to be limited to £5,000 in 
total,  was to allow communities in the park to bid for funds to support community services such 
as public toilets, amenities and other items. At the start of 2013 Elsdon Village Hall made an 
application to this fund to support the opening of the public toilets in Elsdon. This was turned 
down. There seems to be a great deal of confusion and lack of clarity surrounding this 
proposal. Therefore could the Chair and/or the Chief Executive confirm: 
 
1.  that officers of the Authority are aware of this initiative; 
2. confirm the scope and conditions (if any) attaching to this fund; 
3. whether any claims were made on the fund in the last financial year (the year to 31st March 

2014); and 
4. that the fund will be available in the coming year (2014/15) 

 
The Chairman invited the Head of Operations to provide a reply which was read out.  
 
“(Extract) At the Northumberland National Park Authority meeting in September 2012 a paper 
was submitted regarding an update on the Village Enhancement Project  (NPA55/2012 Item 9: 
Village Enhancement Project Update) 
In the report the Authority was recommended to: 
 

a) note progress made in consulting communities with regard to village enhancements;  
b) provide guidance to officers on the Authority’s position regarding provision of public 

toilets in settlements 
c) Authorise the provision of a cash limited one-off budget 

Recorded in the Minutes of Meeting of Northumberland National Park Authority 12 September 

2012 (Approved 12 December 2012):  Members after consideration did not agree with 
recommendation (c) “to authorise the provision of a cash-limited one-off budget”.  
In addition, an amendment was proposed to recommendation (b) in the report as follows:  
“To not rule out revenue funding as part of village enhancement projects through action areas”.  
 
There being no further points raised members RESOLVED to:  
a) note progress made in consulting communities with regard to village enhancements; and 
b)  not rule out revenue funding as part of village enhancement projects through action areas 
The minutes do not record approval for ‘a plan to have a community services fund within the 
Area Action Funds’ or the ‘ring fencing of £5,000 of funds within the Area Funds’. (end of 
extract)  
 
In response to Q1; Officers were informed of the decision not to rule out revenue funding as 
part of village enhancement projects through the Area Fund at one to one management 
meetings following the decision by members at the September 2012 Authority meeting. 
 
In response to Q2; The normal conditions regarding Area Funds apply. These can be found in 
the ‘Northumberland National Park Area Fund Guidance Notes’    

 
In Response to Q3; One application has been submitted to Area Funds during 2013/14 and 
grant aid totalling £911 awarded to a time limited revenue payment (3 school terms). This 
relates to community broadband running costs. No application was received from Elsdon 
Village Hall and hence no application was turned down. 
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In Response to Q4. Grants available through Area Fund allocation are currently being reviewed 
alongside the Sustainable Development Fund. The Area funds are projected as unchanged 
during 2014/15 subject to the outcome of the review.”  
 
 Dr Cowie said he had no supplementary questions and requested a hard copy of the reply. 
 
Comment from Cllr A Murray verbally to Chairman on 19 March 2014 
 
Cllr Murray had notified the Chairman he had an urgent query regarding the legality of setting 
up Eastburn Enterprise Park Hubs. Following receipt of a document from the Head of 
Corporate Services regarding the proposed Hubs development, he noted the General Power of 
Competence (Localism Act 2011 with general powers of competence brought into force March 
2012) extended to local authorities but not to National Park Authorities and he was concerned 
at the impact this would have on the future of the Hubs development.  
 
Whilst the Chief Executive and Head of Corporate Services assured members the Hubs 
development could still operate without the General Power of Competence, Cllr Murray 
stressed the need for National Park Authorities to acquire these powers going forward, 
especially with regard to commercial income generation and proposed that consideration be 
given to asking National Parks England (NPE), via Defra, to lobby  government in this regard.  

 
The Chief Executive agreed with Cllr Murray’s proposal that representation be made to Defra 
that the General Power of Competence be extended to National Park Authorities.  
 
Members agreed unanimously that representation be made, via National Parks England, to 
lobby Defra that the General Power of Competence be extended to National Park Authorities.   
 
There being no further matters raised members 
 

RESOLVED that representation be made, via National Parks England, to lobby Defra that the 
General Power of Competence be extended to all National Park Authorities.  

 

NPA06-2014 ITEM 1: CORPORATE PLAN AND STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER 
 
The Head of Corporate Services introduced the report, drew attention to the two appendices  
[Appendix 1 ‘Delivering the Vision: Forward Work Programme 2014-2015 (Corporate Plan 
draft) and Appendix Two Strategic Risk Register]; highlighted the recommendations; and gave 
some background to the Corporate Plan, reminding members that this document was the 
Authority’s prioritised work programme for 2014-2015 and was developed to align with the 
medium term budget plan.   
 
The Head of Corporate Services said there were two key learning lessons to take account of (i) 
39% less government resource than three years ago and the expectation of what the Authority 
can achieve going forward needs to be better managed to fit more realistically with available 
resources as it continued to do too much; and (ii) where staff were able to operate more flexibly 
by working with external partners to provide additional resources, the Authority had either been 
able to achieve its aims or more. 
 
The Head of Corporate Services drew attention to Appendix 1 ‘Corporate Plan’ and the key 
activities it was hoped to introduce in 2014-2015 including new infrastructure and business 
development opportunities to take advantage of the Dark Skies status (80% of which is in the 
National Park); the new community archaeology project; improve rural development 
programmes (Leader, Actions Areas and SDF); establish an effective rural enterprise growth 
hub at Eastburn; five-year Management Plan review, building on previous success of working 
with key partners; and developing further income generation opportunities.  
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The Head of Corporate Services drew attention to Appendix 2 ‘Strategic Risk Register’ and 
explained various aspects of the report to members, pointing out the new key risk of not having 
internal capacity to complete the major elements of the Business Plan over the next three 
years, which will be reported back to members as part of the reporting on the Corporate Plan 
delivery going forward.   
 
A member stressed that members wanted to see a progress report on key objectives (para 6.2) 
and asked for this to be an additional recommendation. Members agreed that regular updates 
on key priorities, whether verbal or written, would be beneficial. The Chief Executive agreed 
that a short summary of progress on key objectives could be included in the relevant reports to 
the Authority on a quarterly basis.   
 
The Chairman agreed that members had to feel ownership of the Authority’s activities and 
suggested it may be necessary to re-visit the Authority priorities, possibly via another Member 
Policy Conference, during 2014.   
 
The Chairman reminded members of the three recommendation in the report (a) to (c) and the 
recommendation that a fourth recommendation (d) be added to ‘request regular updates on 
how the Leadership Team address forward work programme key priorities with quarterly 
reports on progress (verbal or written)’.   
 
Members unanimously agreed recommendations (a) to (c) and the inclusion of the extra 
recommendation  at (d) and there being no further issues raised, members  

 

RESOLVED to  
a. endorse the Corporate Plan (Forward Work Programme) 2014/15, as set out in Annex 1 
b. approve the Strategic Risk Register for 2014/15 as set out in Annex 2  and confirm the 

‘Risk Appetite’ for the Authority;  
c. authorise the Leadership Team to prioritise the achievement of the forward work 

programme for 2014/15; and 
d. request regular updates on how the Leadership Team address forward work programme 

key priorities with quarterly reports on progress (verbal or written).  

 

NPA07-2014 ITEM 2: MEDIUM TERM BUDGET PLAN 2013-2014 TO 2016-2017 
 
An error was pointed out on page 9, Table 2, line 2 – the brackets should be removed from the 
figures as they were deficits. 
 
The Head of Corporate Services introduced the report and pointed out recommendations (a) to 
(f). He said it was the most secure budget position for the Authority for a number of years and 
highlighted a number of issues which included significantly reduced on-going operational costs; 
reduction in pensions contributions; the positive start to commercial income generation with the 
target exceeded by 40%; the 85% of reserves earmarked for possible commitments; and the 
forthcoming service reviews and income generation discussions looking to close the on-going 
budget gap of £29,000 at the end of three years (1% of budget).  He added that the approach 
endorsed by the Finance Task and Finish Group was to look at operational costs and 
opportunities to earmark reserves for things that may happen, and to use income generation 
and service reviews to close the gap.   
 
The Finance Manager said it was a challenging budget, with the focus on commercial income 
generation; embedding further savings; reviewing service areas in order to achieve an ongoing 
balanced budget; identifying smarter ways of working; and making more savings. 
 
The Chairman, on behalf of members, commended the report and the work of the member-
officer Finance Task & Finish Group in this regard. A member commented on the value the 
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meetings of the Finance Task & Finish Group had in developing the budget and commended 
the succinct report. The member believed the budget reflected a more enabling authority, 
highlighted the need to raise more commercial income ourselves and showed more developed 
thinking about budget planning especially around budget creation and large projects by officers 
and members alike.  
 
Members noted the report, approved the recommendations (a) to (f) and, there being no further 
matters to discuss,  
 

RESOLVED to: 

a)  approve the changes to the 2013/14 Budget as summarised in paragraph 6.1; 
b) approve the Budget plan for three years 2014/15 to 2016/17 in paragraph 6.1, including 

further Sill costs of £69,400 and Management Plan development costs of £60,000; 
c) note the service reviews planned for 2014/15 detailed in paragraph 7.4; 
d) approve the Budget earmarked reserves detailed in section 8; 
e) note the key risks to the Budget plan detailed in section 9; and 
f) approve the operational boundary and authorised limits as set out in Section 10. 

 

NPA08-2014  ITEM 3: PHILANTHROPIC FUNDRAISING REPORT 
 
The Chief Executive referred to his report and recommendations (a) to (d).  He highlighted the 
Authority was working with the More Partnership to build the fund-raising capacity of the 
Authority. It was being proposed that a charitable body – the Northumberland National Park 
Foundation (the Foundation) – be established and that a Fundraising Manager be appointed to 
assist with philanthropic fundraising primarily (not commercial income generation).  The Sill 
Project Board and the Commercial Income Task & Finish Group had endorsed the proposals.  
 
During discussions members requested that: 
 

 bearing in mind the recommendation from the Estate Task & Finish Group, the 
Foundation’s objectives should allow it to hold assets; 

 consideration be given to a Management Board comprising possibly the Leadership 
Team and e.g. the Authority Chairman which could suggest the work of the Foundation 
without compromising the independence of the trustees; and 

 Indemnity Insurance be investigated as the role of a Trustee was now quite onerous.  
  
The Chief Executive spoke about the role of the Foundation with regard to holding assets; said 
he had taken specific legal advice on the new body’s objects requiring to be close to National 
Park purposes to ensure no disconnect between the Foundation and the Authority and to 
prevent gaps opening up; advised that setting up a Management Board as within the gift of the 
Board of Trustees and he would seek legal advice in this regard; and believed Indemnity 
Insurance was now standard practice even though the liability of Trustees was limited to £1.  
 
A member asked about possible restrictions which might apply to fundraising if the Foundation 
did not have a vested interest in the asset the funding was being requested for.  The Chief 
Executive said he would seek advice on this point and clarified that the current intention was 
that the Foundation would not have any control or interest in the Sill as an asset.   
 
The Chairman referred to recommendations (a) to (d) and the proposed changes to these 
recommendations following the members’ discussion of this item, including an extra 
recommendation (e) relating to the establishment of a Management Board. 
 
Members noted the report, approved the amended recommendations, approved the additional 
recommendation (e) and, there being no further matters to discuss, members 
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RESOLVED  
a) to approve the establishment of a Northumberland National Park Foundation as detailed 

in Section 6.0 of this report; 
b) to recommend the setting up of a company limited by guarantee as their preferred option 

(at paragraphs 6.7 to 6.14) with the addition that 
i) the new organisation (currently known as the Northumberland National Park 

Foundation) should have the freedom to hold assets; 
ii)  an independent Board of Trustees should be set up (Charity Law should be checked 

in this regard); 
iii)   the Trustees should not have any involvement in the Authority; and 

       iv)   the Authority should not appoint Trustees; 
c) to approve the establishment of a Fundraising Officer post for an initial period of two 

years beginning in the financial year 2014/15;  

d) to approve the new financial allocations set out in Section 3 of this report; and 
e) to consider the establishment of a Management Board to assist the Trustees of the 

Northumberland National Park Foundation with clear Terms of Reference agreed and a 
clear path of delegation established. This Management Board was recommended to 
comprise Leadership Team, Authority Chairman and Vice Chairman and would make 
requests to the Trustees. 

 

NPA09-2014  ITEM 4: FINDINGS OF THE  WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS 
 
The Head of Planning and Communities introduced the report and drew attention to the 
recommendations.  She spoke about the work of the Wind Farm Policy Development 
workshops which had been arranged for members, said she would write to the Head of 
Planning at the County Council and Scottish Borders Council with a view to working more 
closely together at an earlier stage on wind farm applications; spoke of the opportunity of 
setting up some joint training for members with neighbouring authorities; and the possibility of 
compiling a Compendium of Guidance on wind farm applications to give a clearer picture in 
particular, of the Authority’s approach to such applications.   
 
Members noted para 6.4 of the report which stated £20,000 to be available in 2014-2015 to 
strengthen the Authority’s evidence base on the potential impact of large scale wind energy 
developments to be used to either work on joint evidence with neighbouring authorities or 
commission its own work. Members suggested the Authority should ask if they could speak at 
the Planning and/or Development Management Committees of neighbouring Authorities and 
suggested single turbine applications, as well as clusters, be taken into account. 
 
A member thanked the Head of Planning and Communities and Development Management 
Chairman for their input to the workshops and report findings and suggested that in paragraph 
6.4 that “... working with members ....” be added in as an additional recommendation (c). 
Members agreed that the proposed actions in Section 6 should include member involvement 
and that recommendation (b) therefore amended to “ .. to include member involvement”.  
 
Members agreed recommendation (a) and the amended recommendation (b) and there being 
no further issues discussed  
 

RESOLVED to: 
a) note the findings of the Wind Energy Development Workshops; and 
b) endorse the actions set out in section 6.0 of this report to include member involvement 

 
The Chairman highlighted Items 5 to 8 were for information and for members to  note reports.   
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NPA10-2014 ITEM 5: THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 2013-2014 

 
H Fitzsimmons, Finance Manager, introduced this report and pointed out the recommendation.  
She highlighted Section 6 relating to the 2013-2014 targets for commercial income generation 
which was ahead of target. 
  
Members noted the report, approved the recommendation and 
 

RESOLVED to note contents of the report on third quarter financial performance 2013-2014 

 

NPA11/2014 ITEM 6: NATIONAL PARK MANAGEMENT  PLAN REVIEW UPDATE 

 
The Head of Panning and Communities introduced the report, spoke about the meetings of the 
Management Plan Task & Finish Group, pointed out the budget bid for £60,000 for next year to 
allow three key tasks to be undertaken; explained the reasons for the bid for extra capacity; 
and asked members to note the financial implications in the report. The Head of Planning and 
Communities intimated she would shortly be leaving the Authority and pointed out the failure to 
recruit a Forward Planner within a reasonable timescale would impact on progress in this area 
of work going forward.  
 
Members noted the report, approved the recommendation and 

 

RESOLVED to note contents of the National Park Management Plan Review update report  

 

NPA12/2014 ITEM 7: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT VISION 
 
The Head of Programmes and Conservation introduced the report; pointed out the two 
recommendations; thanked staff and the Natural Environment Working Group (member 
Reference Group) for their input; and spoke about the public consultation exercise which had 
included key partners and parish councils and which had resulted in a broad spectrum of 
responses. A further report on the Vision would be provided at the Authority meeting on 18 
June 2014. P Murray commended the work of the Ecologist in pulling together the draft Vision 
document. 
 
Members noted the report, approved the recommendations and 

 

RESOLVED  
a) to note the outcome of the Natural Environment Vision public consultation; and 
b) to delegate to the member Reference Group to work with officers to review the detailed 

responses, confirm any amendments to the final document and report back to the full 
Authority in June 2014.   

 

NPA13/2014 ITEM 8: AUTHORITY REVIEW UPDATE 13 NOVEMBER 2013 
 
The Chief Executive introduced the report; highlighted the recommendations; thanked Review 
Independent Member D Pritchard for providing the template to capture the outputs of working 
as an enabling Authority and reported that the Head of Programmes and Conservation and the 
Head of Operations will work together to test the template and engage with Mr Pritchard in this 
regard.  Review Independent Member F Gough had also offered her time and she will now 
work with M Gough and J Hewitson (Farming and Rural Enterprise Officers) on how to capture 
learning lessons on case studies. The Chairman of Authority Review, P Murray, thanked 
Review Independent members D Pritchard and F Gough for their contribution and said this 
highlighted the added value of a fresh view-points.  
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The Chief Executive stressed, with regard to bullet 3 in Appendix 1, that the review of the 
SDF/Action Areas/Leader would be undertaken by an independent consultancy and not by 
Review Independent members (see Item 9).  
 
Members noted the report, approved the recommendations and 

 

RESOLVED 
a) to note and consider the response from Leadership Team in respect of the 

recommendations of 13 November 2013;  and 
b) to endorse the actions planned or currently underway as set out in Appendix 1 to Item 8 

 

NPA14-2014 DELEGATED DECISIONS .   
There were no delegated decisions to report. 
 

NPA15-2014 URGENT BUSINESS: The Chairman intimated one item of urgent business 

 

 ITEM 9: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FUND  

 
The Chief Executive introduced this urgent report which had been circulated to members.  He 
provided background to the report reminding members it was standard practice with the 
Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) Programme for advance commitment of funds.  He 
believed issues which had arisen were due to a number of contributory factors and in hindsight, 
could have been avoided as some of the issues in question related to administration matters 
and budget management. The Chief Executive highlighted Section 6 of the report which set out 
ways of rectifying procedures to prevent a recurrence of the circumstances which had caused 
the problems.  He added that the SDF was to be subject to a full independent review.  
 
The Chief Executive pointed out the five recommendations in the report including the request 
for a roll-over of £40,000 [recommendation (e)] of the 2015-2016 SDF budget to allow activity in 
2014-2015; with regard to recommendation (b) he pointed out that it was not as a result of a 
mistake made by the SDF Panel; with regard to recommendation (d) he pointed out that the 
review of SDF had a broad remit and that Leader was not in the gift of the Authority; with 
regard to recommendation (e) he pointed out that the maximum sum in question was £40,000.   
 
The Chairman advised the Authority that the SDF Panel members had been unaware of the 
problems as they had mainly been administration issues.   
 
A member asked if the SDF should be the topic of an Authority Review meeting before the next 
Authority meeting but was advised timescales would not allow for this. The Chief Executive 
explained the process for the independent review and said he would report the outcome to the 
Authority in due course. 
 
With regard to recommendation (e) Cllr A Murray proposed a proportion of the 2015/2016 
budget of up to £40,000 subject to the outcome of the SDF Independent Review and as part of 
the Independent Review process, to consider the element of giving loans as part of the SDF 
grant allocation procedure.    
 
Members unanimously agreed to the amendment to recommendation (e) to read: 
(e) approve the bringing forward of up to £40,000 (forty thousand) of the 2015/16 SDF budget 

to allow for a level of SDF grant allocation activity in 2014/15 and that as part of the 
independent review process, consideration be given to the element of giving loans as part 
of the SDF grant allocation procedure.  
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Members noted the recommendations and there being no further matters to discuss  

 

Resolved to  
a) note the recent decision of the Chief Executive to suspend further financial commitments 

from the SDF;  
b) note the circumstances surrounding the significant advance commitment of the SDF 

during the financial year 2013/14; 
c) note the arrangements to be put in place to prevent any further reoccurrence of 

significant over-commitment of the SDF; 
d) note the review which is currently underway in respect of the Action Area, SDF and 

Leader funding programmes;  and 
e) approve the bringing forward of up to £40,000 of the 2015/16 SDF budget to allow for a 

level of SDF grant allocation activity in 2014/15 and that as part of the independent 
review process, consideration be given to the element of giving loans as part of the SDF 

grant allocation procedure. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PART TWO:  EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

 
The Chairman proposed members pass the resolution:“That under section 100A (4) of the 
Local Government Act 1972,  press and public be excluded from this meeting as it involves the 
likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule 12A of the 1972 Act”:   
 
Members were reminded that they required to be satisfied that the public interest in maintaining 
the exemption outweighed the public interest in disclosing information. Members unanimously 
agreed the resolution and 

RESOLVED that under section 100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and 
public be excluded during consideration of NPA16/2014(P) as it involved the likely disclosure 
of exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule 12A of the 1972 Act and as indicated 
below. 

 
Officers and the Independent Person withdrew from Part Two of the meeting.   

 

NPA17/2014(P) ITEM P(1): EXEMPT MINUTES NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK 

AUTHORITY MEETING 11 DECEMBER 2013 

 
There being no points raised the draft Exempt Minutes of the Authority meeting held on 11 
December 2013 were approved as a true record and signed by the Chairman. Members 
 

RESOLVED that the draft Exempt Minutes of the Meeting of Northumberland National Park 
Authority held on Wednesday 11 December 2013 circulated, be confirmed as a true record 
and signed by the Chairman. 

 

NPA16-2014  ITEM P (2): URGENT CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

 
An urgent confidential report was submitted for members’ consideration and the outcome is 
detailed in the Exempt Minutes for this part of the meeting. 
 
The meeting, including Part Two, concluded at 1317. 
 
 


